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Abstract. An optimization method is proposed to perform high-accuracy terrain 
reconstruction of the landing area of Chang’e III. First, feature matching is 
conducted using geometric model constraints. Then, the initial terrain is obtained 
and the initial normal vector of each point is solved on the basis of the initial 
terrain. By changing the vector around the initial normal vector in small steps a 
set of new vectors is obtained. By combining these vectors with the direction of 
light and camera, the functions are set up on the basis of a surface reflection 
model. Then, a series of gray values is derived by solving the equations. The new 
optimized vector is recorded when the obtained gray value is closest to the 
corresponding pixel. Finally, the optimized terrain is obtained after iteration of 
the vector field. Experiments were conducted using the laboratory images and 
descent images of Chang’e III. The results showed that the performance of the 
proposed method was better than that of the classical feature matching method. It 
can provide a reference for terrain reconstruction of the landing area in 
subsequent moon exploration missions. 
Keywords: Chang’e III; descent images; feature point extraction; geometric constraint; 
terrain reconstruction. 
1 Introduction 
In lunar exploration, high-precision terrain reconstruction of the landing area 
has significance for achieving the scientific objectives of future projects and is 
important for safety and efficient path planning of the rover [1]. The Chang’e II 
detector acquired a large number of lunar images and other information in 
previous lunar exploration projects. Digital orthophoto maps with 1.5 m 
resolution and digital elevation models with 4 m resolution are currently being 
produced using the existing images captured by the Chang’e II satellite [2-4]. 
However, a terrain reconstruction with this accuracy can only be used for macro 
scientific investigation and cannot be used for path planning of the rover of 
Chang’e III [5]. The navigation cameras attached to the Chang’e III rover have 
a high resolution and can provide the basis for high-precision terrain 
reconstruction. However, the use of navigation cameras was not conducive to 
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the overall plan because of its small coverage. A total of 4,672 high-resolution 
images were acquired during the descent of Chang’e III [6]. These images are 
important for the subsequent reconstruction of the landing area. 
Binocular stereo technology in computer vision and three-dimensional (3D) 
reconstruction technology in the field of photogrammetry are considered to be 
more mature. Ni improved the SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform) 
algorithm to register ultrasound volumes acquired globally from dedicated 
ultrasound probes [7]. Bulatov assumed that camera matrices and a sparse set of 
3D points are available and computed dense 3D point clouds from a sequential 
set of images [8]. Xue eliminated match-related value noise by using a Gaussian 
filter and utilized the smooth-constraint match cost function to smoothen 
discontinuity disparity areas [9]. Shin progressively updated the matching 
weight for each pixel by using a relaxation labeling technique and improved 
matching performance [10]. Ahmadabadian compared the accuracy of four 
topical surface dense matching methods, which included two versions of semi-
global matching, namely MicMac and PMVS (patch-based multi-view stereo) 
[11]. Dellepiane presented a methodology for effective acquisition and data 
processing and 3D data integration in an open-source mesh processing tool [12]. 
Meng proposed a homography-based depth recovery method for descent images 
[13]. Joglekar presented a feature matching algorithm for the dense matching 
technique based on a probabilistic neural network [14]. Nebiker completed the 
reconstruction of historical aerial imagery and the subsequent analysis of 
settlement change [15]. Stentoumis proposed a local stereo method with high 
computational efficiency and achieved accurate 3D reconstruction under various 
scenarios [16]. Meng proposed a new matching method based on best seed 
propagation considering neighborhood disparity constraints [17]. Koutsoudisa 
enhanced the reconstruction performance of featureless surfaces by using noise 
function-based patterns [18]. Liu used the complementary characteristics of 
stereo matching and depth sensing to improve depth estimation [19]. Chen 
transformed the SIFT features to binary representations and significantly 
decreased the complexity of distance calculation [20]. 
The aforementioned methods exhibited a good effect on 3D reconstruction. 
However, the descent images were captured on a vertical photographic baseline 
and moon images are characterized by texture repetition and/or lack of texture. 
Therefore, mismatches were still observed in the dense matching results and the 
reconstructed terrain exhibited low reliability and poor accuracy. We can obtain 
more feature points when the threshold is lowered but more mismatches will 
occur. A higher threshold will lead to less matching points and a relatively 
rough reconstruction result. Hence, a high-precision 3D terrain reconstruction 
algorithm suitable for descent images is necessary.  
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2 Description of the Proposed Algorithm 
Given that the terrain obtained by using traditional dense matching and feature 
matching cannot meet the needs of the scientific expedition mission of Chang’e 
III, an optimization method is proposed. Optimization of feature matching is 
conducted by using geometric model constraints after which the initial terrain is 
obtained. The normal vector of each point is solved on the basis of the initial 
terrain. Then, the reflection model of the object surface is used to optimize the 
normal vector. Finally, the optimized terrain reconstruction is obtained. The 
proposed method consists of four main steps, namely feature extraction, feature 
matching under the geometric model constraints, initial terrain construction, and 
normal vector optimization. 
2.1 Forstner Feature Point Extraction 
A feature point extraction method with high precision, such as the Forstner 
algorithm, should be selected to improve the accuracy of the reconstruction. The 
main process of this method is divided into three steps: first, the Robert’s 
gradient of each pixel is calculated; then, the gray covariance matrix of a 
window (e.g. 5 × 5), which takes the current pixel as the center, is calculated; 
and finally, the points, which are denoted by small error ellipses that are close to 
a circle, are used as feature points [21]. The detailed steps of the algorithm are 
as follows: 
1. Assuming that Im,n is the gray value of the pixel (m,n), the gray gradient of 
the pixel can be calculated according to Eq. (1), as follows: 
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3. Parameters q and ω  are calculated according to Eqs. (5) and (6), as follows: 
 24 ( )
DetNq trN=  (5) 
 DetN trNω =  (6) 
where DetN is the determinant of matrix N and trN represents the trace of 
matrix N. 
4. Candidate point determination. If the values of q and ω  are larger than a 
given threshold, then the pixel is considered the feature point. The threshold 
is an empirical value. Its value is determined by calculating Eq. (7), as 
follows: 
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where ω  is the mean value of weight and cω  represents the median weight. 
A quasi-dense match is needed. As such, when a feature point is finally selected, 
the window extreme point selection process in traditional methods is no longer 
conducted. Thus, the extracted points can reflect the terrain features better. 
2.2 Matching Constraint  
Given that lunar soil is composed of a single component, there are more texture-
deficient or texture-repeat regions. Therefore, more mismatches occur in dense 
matching using traditional methods and the terrain reconstruction obtained by 
feature matching is relatively rough. In this study, we used descent images to 
reconstruct the terrain of a lunar landing area. Therefore, the matching 
constraint was investigated on the basis of a geometric model of the landing 
process. Descent images of Chang’e III are captured vertically at a height of 100 
m or less. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the descent process during 
which the images are captured. 
We assume that the exterior orientation elements of the descent image are 
( , , , , , )s s sX Y Z kϕ ω , where ( , , )s s sX Y Z  are the position factors, ( )ϕ  is the tilt 
angle of the image, ( )ω  is the slant angle of the image, and ( )k  is the rotation 
angle of the image. ( )ϕ  and ( )ω  between the adjacent descent images can be 
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the descent image capture process. 
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Figure 2 Relative position of descent images. 
acquired by using the relative orientation and have a value of 0. A small rotation 
angle ( )k  also exists. For 3D reconstruction, we must obtain a high-precision 
matching point. Therefore, the relative orientation of the two descent images for 
terrain reconstruction is corrected using the traditional distortion correction 
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method. Then, the images are corrected according to the relative orientation 
parameters such that only the vertical displacement of the two images exists 
after the correction process. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the 
geometric model of the two corrected images, where O1 and O2 are the main 
points of the two images, H1 and H2 are the height of captured images, A is an 
arbitrary point on the moon surface, and p1 and p2 are the corresponding 
matching points of the two descent images. The coordinates of A, p1, and p2 are 
(X,Y,Z), (x1,y1), and (x2,y2), respectively. 
The focal length of the landing camera is assumed to be f. Eqs. (8) and (9) can 
be obtained from Figure 2, as follows: 
 1 1
1
x yf
H Z X Y
= =
−
 (8) 
 2 2
2
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−
 (9) 
By subtracting Eq. (9) from Eq. (8), the relationship of coordinate x between the 
matching points can be obtained, as follows: 
 12
1
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where 2 1=H H H∆ − . 
In the same manner, the relationship of coordinate y between the matching 
points can be obtained, as follows: 
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By using Formula (10) we can obtain the ideal matching point coordinates of 
the extracted feature points, as discussed in Section 1.1. Other points in the 
image can be solved in a similar manner. 
However, image distortion cannot be eliminated completely. A certain size 
window, which takes the ideal coordinates obtained from Eqs. (10) and (11) as 
the center, is defined to derive the optimal matching point. Then, the best 
matching points are obtained from this window. 
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2.3 Construction of Initial Terrain  
As the tilt angle ( )ϕ  and slant angle ( )ω  do not exist in the vertical descent 
process, we can assume that the exterior orientation elements of descent image 
1 are 1 1 1 1( , , ,0,0, )s s sX Y Z k ; the exterior orientation elements of descent image 2 
are 2 2 2 2( , , ,0,0, )s s sX Y Z k ; the pixel coordinates of points p1 and p2 presented in 
Section 1.2 are (x1,y1), and (x2,y2), respectively; and the coordinates of ground 
point A to be solved are (X,Y,Z) . The equations based on the classical collinear 
equation can be established as follows: 
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Notably, Eq. (12) is nonlinear and needs to be linearized first. The coordinates 
(X,Y,Z) of the matching points can be obtained by using the least square solution 
of the linearized equation. By incorporating the pixel coordinates of points p1 
and p2 into Eq. (12), the 3D coordinates of the feature points can be obtained. 
Finally, the initial 3D terrain can be established using the 3D coordinates of 
these points. 
2.4 Terrain Optimization  
Any object surface can be described by a specific reflection model. Out of many 
proposed reflection models, the Lommel-Seeliger reflection model is considered 
to be the closest to the actual reflection situation on the moon [22]. Therefore, 
we use the Lommel-Seeliger model to optimize the normal vectors of the terrain 
points and to achieve the purpose of optimizing the final terrain. In the Lommel-
Seeliger reflection model, the intensity of the light is not only related to the 
incident angle of the sun but also to the direction of the observer. The final 
model is described as a combination of the incidence and observation angles 
[23]. The Lommel-Seeliger normalization function used in this study can be 
expressed as follows: 
 cos( , )
4 cos cos
lI x y
l e
ω
= ⋅
+
 (13) 
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where ( , )I x y  is the gray value of pixel ( , )x y , ω  is the surface reflectivity,   
cos l  is the cosine of the incidence angle of light, and cose  is the cosine of the 
observation angle, namely the angle between the camera direction and the 
normal vector. 
A contour map of the landing zone can be drawn according to the initial 
topography presented in Section 1.3. The initial normal vector N(x,y,z) of the 
point corresponding to each pixel can also be solved. Subsequently, the initial 
normal vector is converted into a gradient form, namely N(p,q,−1). By 
incorporating the light direction, initial normal vector, reflectivity, and 
observation direction into Eq. (13), we can derive a new pixel gray value. Given 
the difference between the initial normal vector and the real normal vector, a 
certain difference between the obtained gray value and the gray value of the 
original image also exists. The real normal vector must exist in a small range 
around the initial normal vector. Therefore, assuming that k = q/p, with k 
changing between (k − σ, k + σ), a series of new gray values can be obtained 
according to Eq. (13). Finally, k can be determined when the obtained gray 
values are closest to the gray value in the image, which is the best direction to 
show the actual situation. Traversing the entire image, final optimization of the 
terrain is obtained after all the normal vectors are optimized. 
2.5 Algorithm Implementation  
The main processes of our algorithm are as follows: first, by combining the 
feature point extraction method with higher accuracy, feature points in the 
descent image with a small coverage are extracted. Then, according to the 
matching constraint, the matching points are obtained. The 3D coordinates of 
the matching points under the lander centroid coordinate system can be solved 
and combined with the exterior orientation elements of the image. Based on the 
Lommel-Seeliger reflection model, the vectors of each point can be optimized. 
Finally, terrain optimization is completed. The details of these processes are as 
follows: 
1. Two images are selected from the descent images, and the direction of 
illumination and the exterior orientation elements corresponding to the 
images are obtained on the basis of the recording time. 
2. An image with a small coverage is chosen from the two images selected in 
step 1. Then, feature point extraction is conducted using the high-precision 
method presented in Section 1.1. The feature points should be extracted as 
much as possible to ensure that the initial terrain exhibits a better reaction to 
the real terrain. 
3. By combining the exterior orientation elements, the image pose is adjusted. 
Then, by substituting the feature point coordinates obtained in step 2 into 
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Eqs. (10) and (11), the ideal matching point coordinates in the other images 
are obtained. Given the presence of errors, a window is designed, which 
takes the ideal pixel as the center. The size of the window is 7 × 7. In this 
window, the best matching point coordinates are determined using the 
correlation coefficient method. This process is repeated until all the best 
matching pixels for all the feature points are obtained. 
4. According to the linearized Eq. (12) combined with the external orientation 
elements, the ground coordinate of a matching point is obtained using the 
least square method. The ground coordinates of all the matching points can 
be solved in the same manner. Finally, the initial terrain of the coverage 
area is constructed by using these ground point coordinates. 
5. The normal vectors of all the ground points corresponding to each pixel 
under gradient form are solved throughout the initial terrain. By 
incorporating the obtained vectors, illumination direction, and exterior 
orientation elements into Eq. (13), a new gray value corresponding to each 
pixel can be derived. 
6. Taking one point as example. Assuming k = q/p, with k varying between (k 
− σ, k + σ) in certain small steps, a series of vectors for the current point can 
be obtained. Then, by incorporating the vectors, pixel coordinate 
corresponding to the point, illumination direction, and exterior orientation 
elements into Eq. (13), a set of gray values can be obtained. k is recorded 
when the calculated gray value is closest to the value of the corresponding 
pixel in the original image. Then, the optimized normal vector of the pixel 
is obtained, namely, (p,kp,−1). All the vectors of the other points can be 
optimized in the same manner. Finally, terrain optimization is achieved by 
iteration of the optimized vector field. 
3 Experimental Results and Discussion 
Laboratory images were used to assess the accuracy of the proposed algorithm. 
The effects of the 3D reconstruction of the actual landing images of Chang’e III 
were also tested. 
3.1 Laboratory Images  
The landing process was simulated in the laboratory. The experiments were 
conducted using the obtained images to verify the accuracy of the overall 
algorithm. The light directions were (1, 0.1, 0.7). The simulated descent images 
1 to 4 are shown in Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d), respectively. Image 1 was 
taken at a height of 6.2 m, Image 2 at 7.5 m, Image 3 at 3.6 m, and Image 4 at 
4.8 m. A FARO 3D laser scanner was used to scan the simulated surface in the 
laboratory with an interval between scan points of 0.5 cm. By taking the scan 
results as the truth, the accuracy of the proposed method was tested. 
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     (a)                           (b)                             (c)                          (d) 
Figure 3 Laboratory images. 
The coverage areas of Images 1 and 3 are small. Therefore, feature point 
extraction using the Forstner method was first conducted on these two images. 
Then, the matching points in Images 2 and 4 corresponding to the extracted 
feature points were obtained by using the proposed matching constraint. To 
facilitate viewing, the sparse matching results are displayed in Figure 4. Figure 
4(a) shows the matching result of descent Images 1 and 2. Figure 4(b) shows the 
matching result of descent Images 3 and 4. 
 
                                 (a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 4 Matching Results. 
 
  (a)                                   (b)                                    (c) 
Figure 5 Reconstruction results of Image 1. 
Based on the matching results of the feature points, the initial terrain can be 
obtained by solving Eq. (12). Then, we can use the proposed optimization 
methods to optimize the initial terrain. Figure 5(a) shows the scan result of the 
coverage area of Image 1 obtained by the FARO 3D laser scanner. Figure 5(b) 
shows the terrain constructed by using the quasi-dense matching method. Figure 
5(c) shows the optimized terrain after optimization using the proposed method. 
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Figure 6(a) shows the scan result of the coverage area of Image 3. Figure 6(b) 
shows the terrain constructed using the quasi-dense matching method. Figure 
6(c) shows the optimized terrain. 
 
  (a)                                    (b)                                   (c) 
Figure 6 Reconstruction results of Image 3. 
After comparing the true values of the respective scanners, the reconstruction 
errors of the terrain reconstructed using the quasi-dense matching method and 
our proposed method could be acquired. Figures 7 and 8 show the 
reconstruction errors of Images 1 and 3, respectively, where (a) illustrates the 
recovery errors of the quasi-dense matching method, and (b) illustrates the 
errors of our proposed method. 
 
                       (a)                                    (b)                   
Figure 7 Reconstruction errors of Image 1. 
 
  (a)                                    (b)         
Figure 8 Reconstruction errors of Image 3. 
Tables 1 and 2 show the statistical results of the reconstruction errors of Images 
1 and 3, respectively. 
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Table 1 Error Statistics of Image 1. 
Algorithm Minimum Maximum Mean Mean square 
Quasi-dense matching method -0.168 0.223 0.052 0.036 
      Proposed method -0.163 0.103 0.043 0.03 
Table 2 Error Statistics of Image 3. 
Algorithm Minimum Maximum Mean Mean square 
Quasi-dense matching 
method -0.14 0.3 0.063 0.033 
Proposed method -0.129 0.141 0.052 0.024 
According to the statistical results and errors shown in Figures 7 and 8, we can 
draw the following conclusions: 
1. Considering the presence of texture-deficient and texture-repeat areas in 
lunar images, feature points with high precision could be obtained using the 
Forstner feature extraction method and could provide high-precision data 
for subsequent terrain reconstruction. 
2. With the matching constraint of the proposed method, fewer mismatches 
were observed in the results. The correctness of the matching results was 
improved, which provides a reliable basis for terrain reconstruction. 
3. The initial terrain could be constructed by using the feature points obtained 
using the quasi-dense matching method. The effect was better in the 
texture-rich area, whereas the result was poor in the shadow and texture-
deficient areas. 
4. The reconstruction error of our proposed method was smaller than that of 
the terrain constructed using the quasi-dense matching method. Our 
reconstructed terrains were closer to the actual situation, particularly in the 
area with poor texture. After optimization, the error of our method was 
evidently less than the initial reconstruction error. This finding shows that 
the proposed optimization method is feasible and can also provide reliable 
basic data for scientific investigation by the Chang’e III rover. 
5. Several systematic errors in the terrain constructed by using the quasi-dense 
matching method and our proposed method were observed. In the area near 
the center of the image, errors in both results were large. In the area far 
from the center of the image, errors in both results were small. This finding 
is mainly due to the increase in intersection angle from the image center to 
the edge. 
6. Several errors in the illumination direction, reflection coefficient of the 
lunar surface, and other parameters led to errors in the reflection model 
equations and resulted in the presence of certain errors in the overall final 
result. 
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7. A certain degree of similarity between the reconstruction errors of the 
quasi-dense matching method and our proposed method was observed. The 
final reconstruction accuracy of the proposed method was also determined 
on the basis of the accuracy of the initial terrain constructed by the feature 
points. 
3.2 Descent Images of Chang’e III  
Descent images of Chang’e III were selected to complete the reconstruction of 
the rover’s landing area. The selected images were divided into two groups, 
based on the capture height. The capture heights of Images 5 and 6 are close and 
the capture heights of Images 7 and 8 are close. Images 5 to 8 are shown in 
Figures 9(a), 9(b), 9(c), and 9(d), respectively. Image 5 was taken at a height of 
139.5 m, Image 6 at 136.5 m, Image 7 at 60.0 m, and Image 8 at 48.5 m. The 
calculated illumination directions were (-0.9, 1, 0.8). 
 
(a)                              (b)                              (c)                             (d) 
Figure 9 Descent images of Chang’e III. 
First, Forstner feature point extraction of the two images with a small coverage 
was conducted. Then, point matching was conducted using the proposed 
method. To facilitate viewing, the sparse matching results are displayed in 
Figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows the sparse matching result of Images 5 and 6. 
Figure 10(b) shows the sparse matching result of Images 7 and 8. 
  
(a)                                                                 (b)                
Figure 10 Matching results. 
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The initial terrain can be constructed by using the matching feature points and 
can be optimized by using the proposed method. Figure 11(a) shows the terrain 
of the coverage area of Image 5, which was reconstructed by using the quasi-
dense matching method. Figure 11(b) shows the optimized terrain. Figure 12(a) 
shows the terrain of the coverage area of Image 7, which was reconstructed by 
using the quasi-dense matching method. Figure 12(b) shows the optimized 
terrain. 
 
                      (a)                                   (b)                   
Figure 11 Reconstruction results of Image 5. 
 
 (a)                                     (b)         
Figure 12 Reconstruction results of Image 7. 
The results shown in Figures 11 and 12 reveal that the optimized terrain is 
closer to the actual situation. However, we also observed several systematic 
errors in the results of both methods. 
3.3 Analysis 
Considering the texture characteristic of the lunar image, mismatches occur 
more often in the result of traditional dense matching, which affects the 
reliability of the final reconstruction. Although the number of mismatches in 
traditional feature matching is smaller, mismatches in the texture-repeat region 
still exist. Therefore, the traditional method cannot meet the needs of the 
scientific expedition mission of Chang’e III. The proposed method first 
considers the feature points and then uses the geometric model of the descent 
process as the constraint. Finally, the surface reflection model is used to 
optimize the normal vectors. Therefore, the terrain is closer to the real situation. 
The reconstruction results obtained by the proposed method are better than 
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those obtained by the quasi-dense matching method, particularly in the texture-
repeat and texture-deficient area. 
However, the optimization algorithm results in several errors. The main factors 
that affect the performance of the optimization algorithm are as follows: 
1. Forstner feature point extraction and the proposed geometric model 
constraints are used for feature matching and provide initial data with high 
accuracy for the ultimate terrain reconstruction. Although several errors can 
be eliminated by using the lens distortion parameters, several errors cannot 
be eliminated, which leads to matching errors. 
2. Linearized collinear equations are used to solve the ground 3D coordinates 
of the feature points. The different positions of the matching points result in 
differences in the intersection angles between matching points, which leads 
to certain systematic errors in the solution process. This error is associated 
with the ground point location. The closer the point to the image center, the 
greater the system error. The system error is small when the point is far 
from the image center. 
3. The normal vector of each point is obtained using the initial terrain. Taking 
the normal vector as the center, the new vector changes with a small step 
size around the normal vector. Thus, a new set of gray values can be 
obtained on the basis of the reflection model. The new vector is recorded 
when the calculated gray value is closest to the gray value of the original 
image. However, given the fact that several differences exist between the 
ideal model and the actual situation, several errors were observed in the 
optimized vectors. 
4. The proposed optimization can only be achieved on the basis of the initial 
terrain obtained by feature matching. The reconstruction errors in the 
proposed method are similar to those in the initial terrain to a certain extent. 
The performance of the proposed method is better than that of the feature 
matching method. 
4 Conclusion 
This study presents a new optimized approach for terrain reconstruction of 
descent images. First, feature point extraction is conducted. Then, the geometric 
model of the time of descent image acquisition is established. The obtained 
geometric constraints are used instead of the traditional feature matching 
process. Thus, all feature points can be preserved and provide a good foundation 
for the reconstruction of the initial terrain. The initial terrain is constructed by 
solving the collinear equations. Then, the normal vector of each point is 
obtained. Based on the Lommel-Seeliger reflection model, the normal vectors of 
all the points can be optimized. Finally, terrain optimization is completed after 
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iteration of the normal vector field. Geometric constraints are used instead of 
the traditional feature matching process in order to overcome the adverse effects 
of the fact that the number of matching points is reduced after the traditional 
feature matching. It also compensates for the shortcomings of the traditional 
feature point matching, in which the obtained terrain is rough. Finally, 
geometric constraints have been successfully applied to terrain reconstruction of 
the landing area of Chang’e III. The experimental results showed that the 
accuracy of the proposed method in reconstructing the laboratory image was 
better than that of the traditional feature matching method. For the Chang’e III 
descent images, the optimized results were closer to the real situation. This 
finding provides a technical reference for future lunar exploration and other 
deep space exploration. Given that several errors still exist in the matching 
constraint model, the reflection model, and other factors, which lead to several 
errors in the reconstruction results, further research will be conducted in the 
future to improve accuracy. 
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